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The following texts are written in Pacific Health Ministry’s tradition of helping others. By sharing a series of Words
of Encouragement, we hope to do more than just provide brief, uplifting content—we want this text to serve as an
ongoing reminder of the community’s strength, resilience and love during times of troubles. No matter where you
are in your life, Words of Encouragement is specially curated to imbue the spirit of hope deep within you, so that
as you walk through this life, you’ll know that you never have to walk alone. 

- Rev. Anke Flohr, Pacific Health Ministry Executive Director

In celebration of the 2020 National Spiritual Care Week in October, we would like to share the Words of

Encouragement outside the hospitals where we are called to serve and make them available on our Pacific

Health Ministry website. We lift up the Chaplains, and the education and practice of spiritual care through

professional chaplaincy. Chaplains serve a vital role as members of interprofessional teams. They provide whole

person care for the body, mind, and spirit.

Words of Encouragement written by several Pacific Health Ministry (PHM) Chaplains have become the daily

“food for the soul” for many hospital staff in healthcare facilities in Hawai’i amid the COVID19 pandemic. The

Chaplains who provide these narratives are serving with PHM at Kapi’olani Medical Center for Women and

Children, Straub Medical Center, Pali Momi Medical Center, Wilcox Medical Center and at The Queen’s

Medical Center West Oahu. This eBook captures some of these encouraging words, which serve as a spiritual

anchor that healthcare professionals can hold onto as they continue their vital work.

We hope this eBook will serve as an inspiration, especially in these challenging times. 

INTRODUCTION: A Message from Pacific Health Ministry

At Pacific Health Ministry (PHM), our Chaplains are there for those who are struggling. Dedicated to serving the
ill, injured, grieving, isolated and underserved people of Hawaiʻi, PHM Chaplains serve in 11 healthcare facilities
across the state as Hawaiʻi’s only fully accredited institution by the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education
(ACPE). Utilizing the unique, multi-cultural makeup of Hawaiʻi as a means of understanding ministry, PHM
provides care for the spiritual needs of patients, their families and friends, and staff in hospitals and other
healthcare facilities in Hawaiʻi.

In line with its mission to provide the highest quality interfaith spiritual care to the people of Hawaiʻi, pastoral
training to students , and education for the community, Pacific Health Ministry serves as a beacon of light for all
people. Now more than ever, the world needs people like our Chaplains to guide them through their sorrows
and help them emerge stronger than before.
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Chaplain Thomas Hong

Chaplain Sarah Rentzel Jones

Chaplain Lena Ann Keanu-Reichel

Chaplain Bora Kim

Chaplain Nathan Kohashi

Chaplain Puanani Lalakea

Chaplain Grace Lee
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Mahalo to the following Pacific Health Ministry Chaplains 

and Rev. Anke Flohr who contributed to this book.

Mahalo to our collaborators at Kapi‘olani Medical Center for Women &
Children for their kokua providing the Hawaiian translations.



Rely on your expertise and allow your
past to be your guide into the future.

GUIDANCE (ALAKA‘I)

October 1



Tennis champions win in large part by
focusing on their desired outcome: where

they want the ball to land. They
consistently maintain a laser focus on that
one desired outcome time and time again,

even if a match lasts several hours. 

With so many potential distractions
around us now more than ever, don’t

forget that you are a champion! Focus all
your resources on your one desired

outcome. As you maintain this laser focus,
you’ll continue to succeed as you continue

to selflessly serve others.

FOCUS (KĀLELE ANA)

October 2



The imagery of this word in Hawaiian
denotes propping up from underneath,
like arms ready to bear weight. These
arms are sturdy, ready and willing to

uphold another. Our kākoʻo can look like
supportive action, or it can sound like an

affirming refrain, “I kākoʻo that.” 

May your minds and bodies have what
they need to support another and may

we be vulnerable enough to ask for
support when we need it.

SUPPORT (KĀKO‘O)

October 3



If you ever feel overwhelmed, return to
the essence of who you are and restart

from that place.

RESTART (HŌ‘Ā HOU)

October 4



A wisdom saying from an ancient sacred text says, “By
yourself you’re unprotected. With a friend you can face the
worst, [but] a three-stranded rope isn’t easily snapped.” In

a rope, all the strands are independent entities. 

Simultaneously, they must yield some of that independent
shape to conform to the collective shape and purpose of

the rope. A constant, delicate tension exists between
unique strand independence and collective rope harmony.

When those variables are optimally aligned, what a
powerful rope you have indeed! 

May the ropes of our teams, our units, and our hospital
always be so!

ROPE (KAULA)

October 5



From National Ocean Service, “Sponges — simple aquatic
animals with dense, yet porous, skeletons — are highly
adapted to their environments.” These simple aquatic

animals filter water through their porous exteriors taking
in food and oxygen and dismissing waste. 

As human beings we are complex, yet we can learn from
sponges. Sponges keep the good and let go of the rest.

What is one thing you can do today to soak up the good?
And what is one thing that is toxic to you that needs to be

released? 

Both actions are life-giving and, just as the sponges bring
life to the coral reef around them, so too will you enhance

the environment around and within you.

SPONGE (HUAHUAKAI)

October 6



In Alan Brennert’s Book Honolulu, the
protagonist describes her journey as one
“measured not in time or distance, but in

the breadth of one’s soul and the
struggle of becoming.” 

It is oftentimes the difficulties in life that
shape us to become who we are. How

has your journey shaped you? 

Take some time this week to reflect on
your journey thus far.

JOURNEY (HUAKA‘I)

October 7



Grief is the natural outcome of something
we care for and love being absent from our
lives. So much of the time we seek to make
grief "better," but it is worth remembering
we grieve because we care, we love, we

are connected. 

In this time when we are grieving changes
and loss that none of us ever expected let
us look into the grief and remember the
love, care, and connection at its heart.

GRIEF (‘EHA‘EHA)

October 8



Throughout today, remember to
make time to find your place of zen.

ZEN
October 9



When we think of generosity, we often think of
material resources we share, such as money,
food, or objects. But generosity can also be

applied to the way we interact with others: a
“generosity of spirit.” This may mean giving
someone a few more moments of our time

than we think we can, or listening for just a few
minutes longer than we really want to, or

stopping to look in someone’s eyes rather than
simply listening to them while multitasking. 

Being generous with others leads to more
expansiveness within ourselves, and we may
just find that we experience others as being

more generous with us as well.

GENEROSITY
(LOKOMAIKA‘I)

October 10



What fills you up? For many, a cup of
coffee in the morning brings them joy. For
others, it could be going to the beach or
taking a hike, spending time with loved

ones, or a good book, movie or tv show. 

Whatever it is, big or small, make time to fill
your cup because in order to give we need

to be full.   

CUP (KĪ‘AHA)
October 11



The kupukupu fern is one of the first ferns
known to sprout forth from lava, and the

image of it often brings to mind resilience
and grace. What ways can we challenge

ourselves to grow, to sprout?

 Perhaps we can grow by looking inward
and examining various ideas and beliefs
we hold that may harm others and take
action to change them. Maybe we grow
by speaking up against injustices rather
than staying silent. It may not be easy to

emerge from hardened lava, but the
kupukupu fern shows us that it’s indeed

possible.

GROW (KUPU)
October 12



Prune (the verb) means to trim away.
Nature can do this quite well to promote

healthy growth. Other times a botanist—a
plant surgeon—cultivates such an outcome.

Isn’t that so true of us, too? 

Sometimes we grow just fine by ourselves,
thank you. Other times we could really use a
good life surgeon to prune us and help us

not just survive, but thrive! This surgeon
could be a good friend, or a major physical,

spiritual, or emotional experience. The life
surgeon seems to operate best in the

farthest limits of our comfort zone. That’s
where the pruning is most effective. That’s

where the greatest growth results.

PRUNE (‘OKI‘OKI)

October 13



Many of us carry tension within our face,
jaw, neck, upper body. Take a deep breath,
and as you breathe out, consciously relax

your muscles.

RELAX (HO‘OMAHA)

October 14



Gentleness is a tender, kind,
compassionate approach toward others’

weaknesses and limitations. It is a strength
under control and a strength wrapped in

peace that defuses conflict, disarms critics
and brings a sense of peace and calm

that communicates love. 

Being gentle with ourselves and with one
another, especially in these times of

uncertainty and unknowns, could be quite
a gift that we can all share today.

GENTLENESS (AKAHAI)

October 15



When ships first started to use anchors many
centuries ago, crews would sail with confidence

through whatever storms they faced at sea,
knowing their anchors would provide a safe and

stable resource throughout their turbulent voyage. 

In your life today, who or what serves as your
anchor—a friend, a healthy habit, a spiritual ritual?
Whatever it might be, as we continue to weather

the stormy seas of uncertainty, confidently
remember your anchor, and drop it as you rest

between storms. Anchors are a powerful source of
confidence, strength, and stability.

ANCHOR (HELEUMA)

October 16



If you've ever been around a child who has their mind
set on something they really want, you may have seen a
very good example of persistence.  As adults, we rarely
have the opportunity to persist in a way that can annoy

people until we wear them down and get what they
want, but that doesn't mean persistence isn't of value. 

We persist when we keep showing up for our lives, one
day at a time, putting our best foot forward and sharing
our hearts with the world. We persist by caring for each
other and our patients and continuing in our work even

when we're tired and things are hard. 

Our persistence pays off when we can look back and
see what we've accomplished by refusing to give up!

PERSISTENCE (HO‘OMAU)

October 17



The spirit with which we greet new arrivals will set
the tone for the entire encounter. This is true of

both people and events. It is easy especially now
to treat each new occurrence and complication

around us as burdensome, and it is an
understandable response. But if we can be open
to the idea that the new thing can be good, the
new person can make our team better, the new
patient a source of joy and connection we allow
for more positive interactions and encounters. 

Not everything we encounter will be good or
uplifting, but if we can allow space that many of

these interactions can be, we leave space for
more joy and healing in our lives and the lives of

those that we encounter.

WELCOME (WELINA)

October 18



Breathe in, breathe out, feel the deep
stillness that exists within you. Moments

of stillness bring peace, calm,
centeredness, and focus. 

This time, close your eyes—deeply
breathe in and breathe out to experience

what stillness is within you.

Breathe in and be still.

STILLNESS (HĀMAU)

October 19



Savor means to take delight in food, drink,
experiences, or moments that are pleasant or

meaningful. Savoring an experience can help it
become richer as we use our senses in the moment

such as sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. 

May we savor our precious moments or memories
and allow them to come alive today.

SAVOR (‘ALA)
October 20



To hear is the ability of the ear to perceive a sound. 

To listen is to give one’s attention to something. 

There is an intentionality to listening—it sends a
message to the one being heard, “I acknowledge

you.” Everyone wishes to be acknowledged, but it is
the rarer person who has the gift of acknowledging

through listening. 

May you be that rare person today—the one who
listens, for when you do, you matter.

LISTEN (HO‘OHOLE)
October 21



In a time of uncertainty, it’s easy for
us to focus on the things that are
constantly changing or cause us
worry. But as we look around, we

see hope—dedicated people
caring for others, sacrificing to
keep others safe, giving in their
own moments of uncertainty to

those who are in need.

HOPE 
(LANA KA MANA‘O)

October 22



Life is full of comings and goings. We often celebrate arrivals
and mourn departures. And our grief is honest. It is sad to
leave something that has been meaningful. These past

months have shown us many departures. Departures of our
normal way of life, departure of freedom and safety we took

for granted and the departure of individuals from our lives and
communities that may have been dear to us. And our grief at

these departures is real. 

The other side of departures is that they are the start of a new
journey, and that journey holds mystery wonder and fear for

us. Each of us will experience departures, let us reflect on what
they mean for us, the good, the scary and the sad, and rest

assured that we never take these journeys alone when we are
open to our community.

DEPARTURE (HA‘ALELE)

October 23



Tap any piano key and it offers a pleasant note
in response. Even better, tap the correct three

keys together to reveal the beautiful harmony of
a musical triad. 

Mahatma Gandhi once said, “Happiness is when
what you think, what you say, and what you do
are in harmony.” May your thoughts, words, and
deeds yield a motivating harmony in your life

today and always.

HARMONY (KUIKAHI)

October 24



In recent months, we have been presented with
riddles, situations that stretch us to expand our

minds beyond what can be seen. These “riddles”
have offered us the opportunity to reclaim our

expansive imaginations. The language of ancient
Hawai’i was a language of imagination, of poetry,

of depth and it offers us a template of how to
move forward. 

Today, may we embrace the riddle as we join our
heads to our hearts and reach into our history to

create our future.

RIDDLE (NANE)

October 25



As a verb, pace means to regulate one’s
speed or effort to fit the task at hand. 

Today, we face so many challenges in our
daily lives that it’s easy to get caught up
in the trap of putting in an abundance of

effort to regain some sort of control.
However, the reality we often face is that
this is no sprint, but a long run. If so, let us

give ourselves the permission to pace
ourselves so that we may be able to

reach our goals together.

PACE (WIKIWIKI)
October 26



The dictionary defines justice as
“righteousness, equitableness, or moral

rightness;” also “the moral principle
determining just conduct.” This sounds a

lot like what you might hear in 12-step
recovery programs which recommend

that, when you’re not sure what to do next,
you do “the next right thing.” 

Today, think about how you act justly when
you “do the next right thing.” If we all

operate this way, we will all treat each
other with justice and respect.

JUSTICE 
(PONO KAULIKE)

October 27



A wise friend once said a paradox is
something that when looked at from one angle

makes no sense, but looked at from another
angle makes all the sense in the world.  

There are things in life that from where we
stand make no sense to us.  It is when we are

willing to walk over to the other person's
perspective, to "stand in their shoes," that we

are able to inhale the fragrance of their
perspective, good or bad.  

We may not agree with their perspective, but it
is no longer a mystery or paradox and is the
start of reconciliation, maybe even healing.

PARADOX (KUANA‘IKE)

October 28



Telling the truth about our lives and how things
are going for us can liberate us and lift a

weight from our shoulders. Sometimes, saying
what is true and real feels scary because it

might not be positive or uplifting, and it might
be hard for others to hear. But keeping

something to ourselves that we yearn to get
off our chests can be destructive and

damaging to ourselves. 

Today, may you consider finding a trusted
friend, colleague, or relative who can hear your

truth. Notice how free you feel when you say
something that you know is true for you.

TRUTH (‘OLA‘I‘O)

October 29



The Socratic method of understanding is
based on asking and answering questions to

deepen one’s level of understanding. 
 Oftentimes we become consumed by having

the “right” answers that we have difficulty
forging meaningful questions. 

What kind of questions have you been asking
about yourself, your relationships, and current

events? 

May our questions serve to deepen our
intellect and empathy.

QUESTION (NĪNAU)
October 30



Acclaimed writer Maya Angelou was born
black and female in St. Louis, Missouri in 1928.

These conditions instantly placed her in a
highly marginalized racial minority and in a
distinctly gender-subordinated segment of

the population. The odds were stacked
against her from day one. Yet Angelou not

only survived, she thrived, becoming a
prominent poet, singer, civil rights activist, and
publisher of seven autobiographies. She once
said, “If you don’t like something, change it. If
you can’t change it, change your attitude.”

Simple and profound advice from someone
who thrived in challenging times. 

May you also not only survive, but thrive,
today and every day.

THRIVE (HOLOMUA)
October 31



As we are called to socially isolate, we
encourage you to focus on the connections
we have to others in our lives, and nurture

these connections. Pick up the phone, get on
a video chat, have a conversation at a safe
distance with your colleagues, talk to those
in your household, write a letter to a loved

one, reach out. 

It is our connection with and love for others
that will bring us strength and resilience. We
are social creatures by nature, and it is this
care and connection to others that is our
greatest advantage in trying times. Let us

grow close to each other while maintaining
a physical distance.

CONNECTION (PILI)
November 1



Gratitude is the state of being thankful.  It is
how the heart opens our inner eye to the

majesty of life as Mark Nepo said. 

As we are living through this time of
pandemic, we are realizing that many of
the things that we have taken for granted
are not available. In that place, we have
freedom to choose about how to see or

approach that reality. 

How about practicing gratitude for simple
things that are available? It might open up

a new door that we didn’t know existed
before.   

GRATITUDE (MAHALO)

November 2



To wonder is to open the door to our
creativity and welcome in solutions

that were previously beyond our
imagination. 

Today, if you find yourself in a
situation that feels beyond your

capacity to understand, pause for a
moment and look at the issue with

wonder. Speak to it as if speaking to
a newborn baby and ask, “I wonder

what you are trying to tell me.”

WONDER (HA‘OHA‘O)

November 3



Some of the definitions on wehewehe.org for
leo are “voice, tone, tune, melody, sound,

command, and plea”. Our leo lends itself to
more than talking, it gives our convictions

traction and movement. 

Prior to the arrival of missionaries, Hawaiians
passed down much of their history orally, using

their voices or leo in genealogy oli (chant),
mele (song), hula and other mediums; many

who identify as Hawaiian still value the
concept and use of leo today. We can use our

voices to show resilience and allyship. 

What might that look like for you?

VOICE (LEO)

November 4



According to Dictionary.com, transformation is
“a change in form, appearance, nature, or
character.”  A caterpillar transforms into a

butterfly. Spring transforms into summer. As
we approach the end of 2020, a year that has

been filled with changes and new ways of
doing things, consider taking a moment to

share with each other what transformations
are serving you well.

TRANSFORMATION
(KŪĀKINO)

November 5



Often transparency refers to being open to
others and to not hide that which is within. 

 Transparency can also refer to our ability to
see what is going on inside of ourselves and to
be in touch with and see what we are feeling

and why.  It allows us to step into a new
(sometimes scary, often times freeing) space
that causes us to grow.  Being transparent can

be both frightening and life giving.  

Thus we are left with options.  What will be our
decision?  And who is the one that might help
us to see what our transparency means and

brings?

TRANSPARENCY
(MOĀKAKA)

November 6



To endure is to do more than simply survive.
To endure, we must hold steady, we must

continue, and we must withstand. It is through
our endurance that we create a way through
challenges. It is through our endurance that

we envision what is to come. It is through our
endurance that we create hope. 

May your endurance enliven the spark within
you that illuminates the path before you.

ENDURE (KŪLO‘IHI)

November 7, 2020



Everyone is a teacher. Everyone teaches
through the choices they make or do not
make and the actions they take or do not

take. We learn from those who we
admire, and we learn from those who

challenge us. Today, may you see
everyone you meet as a teacher and find
gratitude for what you learn from them.

TEACHER (KUMU)

November 8



Inshallah is an Anglicized Arabic phrase from
Islam meaning, “If Allah wills.” A famous

Spanish saying, que sera sera, means “What
will be will be.” Jesus once said, “Don’t worry
about tomorrow,” and Annie famously sang,
“The sun’ll come out tomorrow!” Allah may

determine it. Fate may manage it. Jesus may
comfort you in it. And Annie may forecast clear

skies for it. 

Wherever you find yourself in it, may you be
blessed and a blessing for others during it.

TOMORROW (‘APŌPŌ)

November 9



Although it can feel as though your face is
all but hidden under a mask and shield,
know that we still see you. We see your

effort, your smile, your tiredness, your hope
for others…all through your eyes shining,

darkening, and gleaming. 

It is said that, “the eyes are the window to
the soul.” Thank you for the many ways you

bring your heart and soul and your
humanity to this time and place. We see

you and appreciate you!

EYES (NĀ MAKA)

November 10



Change is inevitable. What we do today is most
certainly not what we did a year ago and will not

be what we do next year. Ironically, the only
constant in our lives is that things will change.
While change adds variety and newness to our

lives, it can also be scary. 

What we get to decide is not whether or not
change will take place, but the attitude with which
we will face it. Will we hide from change, afraid of

the new and different, or will we engage with
change, prepared to learn from and grow with

each new experience?

CHANGE
November 11



In India, “Namaste” is a common greeting, like
“Hello.”  But there is a beautiful meaning to

“Namaste.” It means, “The divine being within me
bows to the divine being within you.” We are

much greater and more sacred than we think.
Imagine a day where our inherent worthiness is
accepted and respected regardless of who we

are, what we own, or differences. 

Our lives would be filled with more peace and
reverence of self and one another, and we

might be inspired to create a better world for
the next generation. So with that hope and

reverence, I bow to you and say, “Namaste!”    

NAMASTE
November 12



After demonstrating the new dance sheet, our
Kumu Hula always asks the students, “Hiki?”

Can you do it? And the answer is almost
always “Ae.” Yes, we can. 

When facing your daily to-do list, what gives
you the strength and confidence to say “ae”?

CAN (HIKI)
November 13



Sipping a cup of coffee, taking a quick nap,
enjoying a deep night’s sleep. All of these

activities can be restful. 

Now more than ever, it’s essential that we
find ways not only to rest our bodies, but

also to rest our minds and spirits. When we
give so much of ourselves to others, we

must also take the time to rest and regain
what we’ve given away so selflessly.

REST (HO‘MAHA)
November 14



Living in Hawaiʻi, we’re often blessed by the
gift of rainbows arching across the sky.

These rainbows draw our attention because
they’re colorful, beautiful, rare, and carry
special meanings. For some, rainbows

mean promises of God; others see rainbows
as a sign of hope, protection, diversity, pride,

as a reminder of Hawaiʻi or loved ones.
Whatever it means to you, one thing is

certain—each of us has the power to assign
meaning that makes sense or feels hopeful. 

As we live through this time of uncertainty,
may we use this “super power” to assign

meaning that will shape, sustain, encourage,
or guide us to go on with our daily lives.

RAINBOW (ĀNUENUE)

November 15



For a surfer riding the wave is a delight. For a
swimmer, waves can be an unexpected

nuisance. For a sailor, waves can be frightening.
Waves experienced internally are no different. 

Merriam-Webster defines a wave as “something
that swells and dies away: such as a surge of

sensation or emotion.” 

Today, take a moment to reflect internally: are
you riding the wave, annoyed by the wave, or

worried about capsizing? Listen to wisdom that
promises, whether you are the surfer, the

swimmer or the sailor, the wave will “swell and die
away.” Breathe deeply and rest in knowledge that

you have trained for the waves and you are
ready!

WAVE (NALU)

November 16



Native Hawaiians and other indigenous people
have long understood restraint in behavior, life
and relationships is key to the survival of the

whole. In fact, restraint in this context confers love. 

Today, amidst the prevalence of increased
restrictions, may we welcome this opportunity to

express our love for one another through the
practice of restraint.

RESTRAINT 
(KAOHI ANA)

November 17



Humility means openness to learning, to
growing, to seeing what life has to teach
us. When we are humble, we are more

aware of the gifts and needs of our
friends and neighbors: we know that we

don’t know everything, and there is always
wisdom waiting to be shared with us. 

Humility does not mean that we lay
ourselves low, but that we recognize that
we are human and imperfect. From this

perspective, we truly learn something new
every day!

HUMILITY (HA‘AHA‘A)

November 18



Routines can offer us consistency and
comfort, and there is safety in that.

However, as Anais Nin said, “when the risk to
remain tight in a bud was more painful than
the risk is took to blossom,” it becomes clear

it is time to hit the reset button. 

With all the wisdom and skill you have
acquired over time, and with openness and

willingness to change, with trust in your
inner guide, the Universe, or God, may you
embrace the call for change and welcome

the “blossom” being offered in this new
beginning.

RESET (HO‘ĀLA
November 19



The Hawaiian word hoʻomākeʻaka is translated
as “to excite laughter; to exercise wit.” 

Humor affords us the opportunity to incite
laughter within us, while making others laugh
gives us the chance to exercise our own wit
and amuse others. Either way, welcoming
some humor into our daily lives helps to

lighten our mood and allow us to feel
refreshed even in times of stress. 

May you delight in laughter today!

HUMOR
(HO‘OMĀKE‘AKA)

November 20



Know that doing your job individually is vital to
the success of the facility collectively. We are

in this together!

TOGETHER (PŪ)

November 21



Physically embracing a person is a
powerful way to symbolize affirmation—

embracing with the heart and mind. While
COVID-19 has severely limited our ability to
physically embrace one another, it doesn’t
have to stop us from communicating our

embracing of heart and mind. 

In what way can we creatively “embrace”
one another when we can’t physically hug

each other?

EMBRACE (APO)

November 22



Butterflies are universally understood as a
symbol of transformation. As caterpillars, they

gain wisdom from the earth; as butterflies, they
allow that wisdom to be lifted by the breath of

the wind. They embrace each stage of their
becoming, and live with a willingness to move

from the known into the unknown. 

Today, may you be embraced by the wisdom of
the pulelehua and welcome the blessings of

transformation.

BUTTERFLY
(PULELEHUA)

November 23



Ask not, “Are you with me?” Declare
and pledge, “I am with you!”

LEADERSHIP (ALAKA‘I)

November 24



Literally means patient self-control, restraint
and tolerance, all qualities that we really

need and/or struggle with during this time. 
 We forbear because we care about the

well being of others, yet find our own sense
of well-being infringed upon.  

It takes strength to forbear (politely or
patiently restrain an impulse to do

something.) and it take compassion.  

We forbear in the hope that in the end there
is a blessing for all.  May it be so.

FORBEARANCE
(AHONUI)

November 25



Thanksgiving is often seen as giving thanks for those
things that have been given to us or has been a

blessing in our lives.  During these times it is
especially meaningful to remember the blessings in
our lives and to give thanks, to tell those who are a

blessing to us that we are indeed thankful for them.  

Thanksgiving can also mean being thankful that we
have the ability to give, to share and to be that

blessing to others.  Who do you know that needs a
blessing from you.  Today is the day to be the

blessing.  

THANKSGIVING

November 26



During times where there is little we can
control, patience can help to keep us calm

and give greater support to our
relationships and our well-being than

being impatient and frustrated. Imagine
the most patient person you know—doesn’t

your image bring up feelings of serenity,
peace, and even relaxation? 

Contrast that with feelings of impatience,
which may immediately make you feel

rushed, angry, even desperate. It can be
hard to be patient, but imagining the

positive outcomes that we can experience
when we practice patience can help show

us that it’s a perspective worth trying.

PATIENCE
(HO‘OMANAWANUI)

November 27



As humans, we are naturally drawn to beauty,
whether in nature, in humans, in artwork, or in other
areas of life. Scientists suggest that our brains have
evolved to see beautiful things as beneficial to our

survival, though this is still debated. No matter
what, beauty enriches our lives and uplifts our

spirits. 

Today, may you seek beauty and allow yourself to
bask in what you find.

BEAUTY (NANI)

November 28



From a Hawaiian perspective, wai, or water, is what
gives life. It nourishes and provides, it tells our stories.
If you were to think of your mood and feelings today

in terms of water, what would you be? An ocean
vast and deep? Flood waters raging uncontrollably?
A gentle and steady stream? A powerful waterfall?
A still lake? A lonely puddle? Sometimes when we

assess our moods, it’s helpful to expand our
emotional language to include imagery. 

WATER (WAI)
November 29



There are times when we feel our own inner light go
out. When it’s rekindled by a spark from another
person, we become grateful for those who have

lighted the flame within us. This spark can be called
encouragement—fueling what is already inside of
us and fill us anew with courage and strength to

continue or to embark on a new voyage. 

When do you feel encouraged? How do you
encourage others? Who would need your gift of

encouragement today?

ENCOURAGE 
(E PAIPAI)

November 30



When you hear the word “float,” what comes to
mind? An image of rising above any stress
that’s occurring; drifting on a rhythmic sea;

moving effortlessly through the air? A sense of
peace at being above any struggle or

difficulty? A sense of possibility at the fun to
be had floating in a swimming pool or in the

ocean?

May the sensations you imagine when you
think of floating carry you through your day

today, and may it be a day of ease and
joyfulness.

FLOAT (LANA)
December 1



Memory is the total of what we remember of the
things that have happened to and around us. Some

of them are good, some are difficult, some
challenging, some heartbreaking. But all of them are
part of the journey that has made us who we are. 

Let us think on our memory today, the good, the
heartbreaking, the funny. Let us remember what has
helped to shape us, those who have loved us, and
yes even the pain we have experienced. And let us

be grateful for the opportunity to make new
memories of today and all the days we have going

forward.

MEMORY (HALI‘A)

December 2



Because we wear masks, today our smiles are seen
through our eyes. Jean Edelman, guest on a radio

broadcast, shared another way to S.M.I.L.E
= See Miracles In Life Everyday! May your eyes and

heart be open to embracing all the smile(s) you will
encounter today!

SMILE (MINO‘AKA)

December 3



Mindfulness experts suggest that the difference
between reacting and responding is a pause.
To respond is to take a moment to be mindful

and thoughtful before deciding how to act
next. Reacting, by contrast, happens quickly
and without the same level of thought and

awareness as responding. 

Today, let us seek to pause after an event
occurs, especially one that might be unsettling.
Take a deep breath, pause for a few moments

to reflect, and then respond instead of
reacting.

RESPOND (PANE MAI)

December 4



On a hot and humid day there is nothing more
welcoming than the cool breeze of the trade winds—
nature’s air conditioner. Next time as you hear and
feel the breeze, take a moment to be present, and
allow it to wash over you. May it be a moment of

rest and relief.

BREEZE (AHE)
December 5



Essential means “absolutely necessary;
extremely important.” Which means, even

before the pandemic began and long after it
ends, each of you is essential. 

Each of you is absolutely necessary and
extremely important because, to quote Dr.

Seuss, “there is no one who is Youer than You.” 

Thank you for your Youness! The world wouldn’t
be the same without you!!

ESSENTIAL (PONO)

December 6



It is very clear that your courage to care
for others is a direct measure of your

extraordinary character.

COURAGE (KOA)
December 7



Our words and stories carry power and
meaning. Sometimes our feelings need

releasing and one of many ways to do that
is through talking and speaking. We can talk
with a loved one or a trusted professional,

we can even release our words into the
wind with no one around to hear us but
ourselves and nature surrounding us. 

Maybe it’s time to video chat with that friend
we’ve been meaning to call. Perhaps it is
time to put words to our frustrations or

challenges, celebrations or victories. May
we experience release in the telling of our

stories.

TALKING (WALA‘AU)

December 8



We breathe voluntarily when we sleep and yet we
can control our breath as a means of centering

and grounding; we breathe in, suspend, and then
release. 

When we focus on breathing with intentionality,
what thoughts or feelings do we breathe in? When
we exhale, what thoughts or feeling do we aim to

release? Inhale calm and exhale anxiety.

Breathe in gratitude and breathe out entitlement. 
Breathe in grace, suspend breath with resilience,

and breathe out negative energy. 

May breathing bring stillness and serenity
 to you this day.

BREATHE (HĀ)
December 9



As we walk together in the midst of this
uncertain time, let us draw our minds and

thoughts to the joy that still exists all
around us—jokes shared with colleagues,
the antics of children and pets, kindness
given freely to others, gratitude shown to

those who care for us. 

Even in the midst of worry and fear, our
hope is that we can all seek and find joy

around us.

JOY (‘OLI‘OLI)
December 10



In the midst of daily changes in our world,
be the constant by holding to the

constants of your own life.

CONSTANCY
(PA‘A MAU)

December 11



In nature, green represents life. Look
outside. Stand outside. Be outside. See all
the shades of green displayed in the new

growth in trees, flowers, shrubs, and plants. 

How have the last months brought forth
new growth in your life? Where is Spring

blossoming within you? What does green
feel like today? 

Take time to look out the window or step
outside and allow all the variations of green

to embrace you and bring life to you
today!  

GREEN (‘ŌMA‘OMA‘O)

December 12



Resilience is our ability to weather the difficulties
and struggles we encounter throughout our

lives. Times that are stressful and demanding,
tax us and our resilience is demonstrated by our

ability to bounce back. At times like this it can
be hard to see our own resilience. 

I encourage you to remember that you are
resilient, there is strength in your core that is

there to support you, and that we are resilient as
a team, we are stronger and more able to

weather the storm together, than each of us
could individually.

RESILIENCE (KŪPA‘A)

December 13



A word that blurs the boundaries of
individuality and self-sufficiency. Yet we
are born with the absolute need for help

and we grow well only with the
constancy of others. 

It’s our ability to offer help as well as our
willingness to ask for it that forms the
bridge that will hold us together even

when we must keep our physical
distance.

HELP (KOKUA)
December 14



We “get by with a little help from our
friends,” as The Beatles say. We likely have
friends from all phases of our lives—from

childhood, schools we’ve attended, various
places we’ve lived. We have friends from
work and friends from the community.
Even if we’re new to Hawaiʻi and are still

establishing friendships, hopefully we are
working on getting to know each other so

that we can give and receive support.
During tough times, we need our friends

and they need us. 

Today, let us work on reaching out to
friends and on being a friend to others.

FRIENDS (HOAALOHA)

December 15



You may have heard the reason palm trees
are flexible is so they don’t snap when hit by
the strong winds of a hurricane. Did you also

know their root systems are actually
strengthened when they’re bent over from
withstanding fierce winds? The example of

the palm tree is an inspiring one for us, as we
strive to be flexible in ways that have never

been asked of us before. 

May we know that as we practice flexibility,
we are not becoming weakened, but actually
strengthening ourselves, our teams, and our
networks. Remember that we are supported

and that we will bend, not break.

FLEXIBLE (HOLUHOLU)

December 16



Timely and honest communication will
create clarity of purpose, which will

ensure success.

COMMUNICATION
(KAMA‘ILIO)

December 17



As we observe our environment and those
around us, may we be moved by a kind

word or gesture. 

May we notice the actions of those who
choose kindness over rudeness, helpfulness

over self-service. And may we internalize
the goodness we observe even as we face
the unknown, a goodness that radiates to

all those on our path.

OBSERVE (KILO)

December 18



Seeds blossom in the dark embrace of the
earth. Children grow strong in the warm
darkness of their mothers’ wombs. We

close our eyes to sleep, and in that
darkness our dreams take flight. 

Today, may we welcome the creativity,
wonder, and life that are given to us

through the gift of darkness.

DARKNESS (PŌ)
December 19



Every one of us is of great value and worth.
Because of this, we have the privilege to

reach out and try to make a positive
difference in our lives and the lives of others. 

Lack of success (if it happens) is only a
reflection of the situation at hand, not a

reflection of who we are as a person or of
our worth. Lack of initial success may

actually be the foundation to learning and
understanding what we’re dealing with and
how to respond and do better in the future—

thus, enabling us to grow. 

All we need is to continue to endeavor.

ENDEAVOR (HO‘Ā‘O)

December 20



Compassion is being kind and gentle with
ourselves and each other always and
especially when circumstances do not

turn out as planned.

COMPASSION
(ALOHA)

December 21



In life, it is the space between that keeps us
connected. The space between musical notes, the

space between letters, the space around objects in a
work of art—all help to connect one with the other and

bring meaning to the whole. Likewise, the physical
space we observe around one another is not an empty

void, but is filled with meaning and connection. 

May we revel in the ways the space between us allows
us to “touch” one another with love and compassion.

SPACE (HAKAHAKA)

December 22



Growing up, many of us learned how to
stand alone, swallow our tears and

accept hardship and in doing so, we
missed the blessing of “leaning.”  

Each of us has someone in our lives
who has been or can be leaning posts

and shelters in times of distress. 

Today, may you recognize those people
in your life who are your leaning posts

and shelters.

LEANING (HILINA‘I ‘AINA)

December 23



Each of us has our own favorite food, that
meal or treat that brings us a feeling of
comfort and well-being. Our spirits, too,
have a favorite food and like our bodies,

our spirits need to be fed. 

Today, take a moment to feed your spirit
that which brings it joy and a sense of

peace.

FOOD (MEA ‘AI)

December 24



Many of us are concerned about whether
we have run out of compassion for

others. Instead, focus on bringing your
complete presence and attention to others,

and compassion will follow.

PRESENCE (ALO)

December 25



Act can be defined as 'take action, do something' or
'pretend'.   You choose.

ACT (HANA)

December 26



Six is a perfect number, both mathematically and
spiritually. From that perspective, the six-foot space
we maintain between one another is, by definition,
also perfect. Today, may those six feet fill you with

your own sense of perfection.

SIX FEET 
(‘EONO KAPUA‘I)

December 27



Rabindranath Tagore was a late 19th and
early 20th century poet, writer, composer,

and painter. He was sometimes called "the
Bard of Bengal." He once wrote, "Faith is the
bird that feels the light when the dawn is
still dark.” If it could, that little bird would
probably agree that faith is very much

about confidence in things to come, even if
there is nothing around us to let us “see it

to believe it.” 

In challenging times, may that little bird of
faith keep you warm until the next dawn

comes. It will come.

DAWN (WANA‘AO)
December 28



Companion comes from the Latin cum
panis meaning "with bread," describing
someone with whom you would share a

meal, conversation and presence. 

When we are willing to companion one
another, we share the bread of kinship

and hope. May each of us be good
companions to one another. 

COMPANION (HOA)

December 29



Since the COVID19 pandemic, many things have
become simpler. In the past, we might have
focused on new clothes, fashion, and chic. 

Perhaps now, it is time to instead look into the
mirror and check whether we "wear" the right

attitude, kindness and compassion - for these are
clothes of a timeless elegance.

CLOTHES (LOLE)

December 30



Stewardship does not mean ownership, rather it is about
careful and responsible management of something

entrusted to oneʻs care - this place that we call home, this
life, this day, this breath, this job...gifts offered into our care
to tend with love and responsibility for all of us and the next
generation to come. Today, may we take the time to reflect

upon how we can practice good stewardship.

STEWARDSHIP (PU‘UKŪ)

December 31
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